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Cross-Crime Factors

CYBERCRIME 
DEPENDENCIES

MAP

The Cybercrime Dependencies Map is designed 
to outline the key products and services within 
the digital underground and to highlight how and 
to what degree these products and services are 
DEPENDENT on each other to operate. For 
example, Mule Herding has a HIGH DEPENDENCY 
on the availability of Mules. 

Several products or services are commonly 
required by many other services in order for them 
to operate. These have been collected under 
Cross-Crime Factors. Where one of these Cross-
Crime Factors has been assessed as being of HIGH 
or MEDIUM importance to some of the key 
products/services it has been allocated an icon in 
order to annotate the appropriate product/
service.

Mouse over the arrows to see the level of 
dependency between products and/or services.

Mule Herding

Recruits and runs teams of mules

Europol Public Inform
ation

Production of web content by a 
suitably skilled designer

Web Design

Spam

Mass distribution of unsolicited 
communications (email, SMS, etc) 

which often contain malicious 
payloads or links

Traffic

A service directing visitors to a 
specific (typically compromised/

infected) website

Mules/Drops

Provide accounts or addresses for 
the receipt of stolen or fraudulently 

obtained goods or funds

Custom injects which allow 
malware users to modify specific 

webpages to extract or add 
additional data

Inject Writing

Fake or fraudulently obtained 
genuine documents for use in fraud

Fake
Documents / IDs

Denial of Service (DoS) 
Attacks

Blocking legitimate access to a 
victim website/server by flooding it 

with traffic

Research or design of exploits to 
abuse vulnerabilities in browsers 

and other software in order to 
install malware

Exploits

Pay-Per-Install

Paid for each download and launch 
of a clients software/malware

Secure Communications

Secure (e.g. encrypted, un-logged) 
email and/or instant messaging

Mixer / Tumbler

A money-laundering service which 
hides a virtual currency financial 

trail by pooling and redistributing 
clients funds

Currency Exchange

Exchange between virtual and 
other (virtual or fiat) currencies

Domain Services

Provision of generic and 
countrycode Top Level Domains 

(gTLDs and ccTLDs)

Forums

Online bulletin boards used as 
meeting places and markets by 
cybercriminals to sell products/

services

VPN / Proxy Services

Anonymising services which 
masks a user’s original IP address 

and can encrypt their internet 
traffic

Hosting
(Bulletproof)

Dedicated/shared/virtual hosting 
which may be non-compliant to law 

enforcement requests

Reselling (Data)

A data vendor who buys bulk 
(compromised) data and re-sells it 

in smaller volumes

Carding

Using compromised credit cards to 
fraudulently purchase goods and 

services

Counter Anti-Virus

Testing of malware samples to 
determine if they are detected by 

commercial anti-virus products

Authoring/creating malware for use 
by others such as Trojans, RATs, etc

 /              Coding

Crypting

Encrypting and/or packing files to 
obfuscate them from security 

software

Translation into a target/victims 
native tongue to increase 

authenticity and attack success

Translation

Automatic Vending 
Cart (AVC)

Automated ‘click-and-buy’ websites 
selling compromised data (typically 

credit card data)

LEGEND

Highly dependent on -
Cannot do without

Key product/service but 
not essential

‘Optional’ service

Cross-Crime Factors upon which this 
service has a High/Medium 

dependence

Product/Service

Product/Service Description

Product

Where the customer is required to do 
everything themselves after purchase

Service

Where a product involves on-going 
interaction or is run and maintained by 

someone else

Malware Deployment

Deploying/running malware to 
create botnets, harvest data, gain 

unauthorised access, etc

Mules/Drops have a MEDIUM 
DEPENDENCY on Fake Docs/IDs for 

the creation of bank accounts or 
receipt of money transfers under 

false identities

Malware Deployment has a
 MEDIUM DEPENDENCY on Spam 

to either send malicious files 
directly or direct potential victims to 

malicious URLs

Malware Deployment has a MEDIUM 
DEPENDENCY on Exploits which are 

required to install malware 
on a vulnerable target system

Malware Deployment has a MEDIUM 
DEPENDENCY on Pay-Per-Install 
in order to guarantee installation 
of malware on a number of target 

systems

Mule Herding has a MEDIUM 
DEPENDENCY on Fake Docs/IDs 

for the creation of bank accounts 
or receipt of money transfers under 

false identities

Malware Deployment has a MEDIUM 
DEPENDENCY on Traffic to direct 

victims to infected websites 
in order to infect their systems

Coding has a MEDIUM 
DEPENDENCY on Counter Anti-Virus 

in order to test whether 
the product is detected by 

commercial anti-virus products

Mule Herding has a HIGH 
DEPENDENCY on the availability 

of Mules/Drops to receive and/or 
transfer illicit funds

Malware Deployment has a HIGH 
DEPENDENCY on Inject Writing in 

order to customise malware 
products, allowing them to be 
used to target victims visiting 

specific wesbites 
(e.g. a particular bank)

Reselling (of Data) has a HIGH 
DEPENDENCY on Malware 

Deployment in order to obtain 
compromised data in bulk in order 

to repackage and resell

Malware Deployment has a 
HIGH DEPENDENCY on 

malware products produced 
by Coding

Coding has a 
MEDIUM DEPENDENCY 

on Crypting in order to encrypt 
and/or pack files to prevent 

the malicious code from being 
detected or analysed by security 

software

Crypting has a 
MEDIUM DEPENDENCY 

on Counter Anti-Virus in order to 
test whether their 

packaged/encrypted product is 
detected by commercial 

anti-virus products

Carding has a MEDIUM 
DEPENDENCY on Mules/Drops 

for the receipt of 
fraudulently obtained goods

Mule Herding has a MEDIUM 
DEPENDENCY on Web Design for the 

creation of websites used 
in the recruitment of Mules

Denial of Service attacks have a
 LOW DEPENDENCY on Malware 

Deployment for instances where a 
botnet is required to carry out 

the attack

Carding has a LOW DEPENDENCY 
on Automated Vending Carts as a 

means to obtain compromised 
financial data

Malware Deployment has a LOW 
DEPENDENCY on Translation which 
may increase the success rate of a  

malware campaign by accurate 
translating communcations into a 
potential victims native language

Mule Herding has a LOW 
DEPENDENCY on Translation 

which may increase the 
effectiveness of Mule recruitment 

campaigns by customising the 
campaign language 

to the targets’ native language

Reselling (of Data) has a LOW 
DEPENDENCY on Automated 

Vending Carts as a means to sell 
compromised data

Mule Herding has a 
LOW DEPENDENCY 

on Spam to distribute 
communications intended 
to recruit potential Mules

Malware Deployment has a 
LOW DEPENDENCY on 
Mule Herding where 

the Deployment of Malware has 
resulted in harvesting of 

compromised financial accounts 
which need to be cashed out  

Mule Herding has a 
LOW DEPENDENCY on 

Reselling (Data) for the 
aquisition of email lists used to 

target potential Mules.
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